
Ø 150 

Fine sanding with structural effect
…transforms every parquet flooring into a lively surface.

The FIBERPAD achieves through its shape and
fibre structure a very high sanding performance,
excellent dust extraction and finally a spotless 
and scratch-free surface, ready to be oiled or 
varnished.  

Excellent results can be achieved with the Velcro 
backed FIBERPAD Ø150 together with the 
TRIVO-DISC and Columbus machine.

The FIBERPAD Ø150 is also perfectly suited for 
edge sanding and can be mounted onto most 
edge sanders.
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Professional Flooring Technology

The most important features 
at a glance:

    no scratches when sanding

    steady sanding performance – 

    uniform polishing results

    high surface quality

    sands faster than conventional 

    abrasives

    extremely long life span
      
      (not suitable for intermediate varnish sanding)

Order-no. 488 811 000 

FIBERPAD with Velcro backing

Structured, natural parquet surfaces 
are enjoying great popularity!

…we show you how it works.

The advantage for your customers:
the treated surface has a higher
quality and is less delicate 

Prerequisites:
factory pre-sanded parquet flooring or
prepared/pre-sanded in situ

FIBERPAD
Refining mat



Together with the FIBERPAD the newly developed 
pad mounting plate PIN-LOCK is recommended.

The fine bristles attach themselves firmly onto the pad 
which gives it a totally firm fit while working.
Suitable for all other pads as well.
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Professional Flooring Technology

Order-no. 783 000 410 

Order-no.   783 000 420 

Order-no.    783 000 415

Order-no. 488 812 000 

The unique FIBREPAD has only recently been developed
for fine sanding of parquet flooring and for deep cleaning
of surfaces like wood, stone and metal. 

Its extremely long life span means that the pad doesn’t
need to be changed in the middle of the work process. 

The advantage is an even polishing result.

FIBERPAD 

Pad mounting plate PIN-LOCK

PIN-LOCK replacement disc

Ø 375 without distance ring

Ø 375 with distance ring

Order-no.     783 000 430 Ø 406 with distance ring

Ø 375 

Ø 406 

Ø 406 

Order-no.    783 000 435

Structured, natural parquet surfaces 
are enjoying great popularity!

…we show you how it works.

The advantage for your customers:
the treated surface has a higher
quality and is less delicate

Prerequisites:
factory pre-sanded parquet flooring or
prepared/pre-sanded in situ

FIBERPAD
Refining mat


